Preface

Learning sciences research explores the nature and conditions of learning as it occurs in educational environments, broadly construed. The learning sciences field draws upon multiple theoretical perspectives and research paradigms in order to understand and improve human learning, cognition, and development. Over the last two decades the learning sciences community has developed powerful technological tools, curricular interventions, theories, and methods for understanding and improving teaching and learning as it unfolds in naturalistic contexts.

Learning sciences takes an interdisciplinary approach to the study of learning, cognition, and development in real-world contexts. Learning scientists believe that any investigation of teaching and learning must consider context, cognition, and learning architecture, which we treat as inextricably intertwined. All who are interested in the study of learning in context and the design of learning environments should find the work in these Proceedings to be of interest.

While learning scientists can present rich accounts of learning in complex contexts, convincing policy makers, teachers, and other researchers of the theoretical and practical value of our work; it is not a straightforward process. We must show impact at the local level, while at the same time working to advance claims that have more general value. In other words, we must make clear that the learning sciences make a difference.

Toward this end, the Seventh International Conference of the Learning Sciences (ICLS 2006) is explicitly focused on the theme “Making a Difference.” Much of the work in these Proceedings demonstrates how our work is making a difference: to students, teachers, schools, and policy makers; to research approaches and methods; to theories and models of learning, instruction, and assessment. Each proposal in these Proceedings was blind reviewed by three independent reviewers to ensure high quality work. We hope that others will find the lessons shared in these pages relevant to their work.
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Abstract: We examined the genre and complexity of computer programs created by members of a community technology center. We collected 240 projects during a six-month period. The program genres reflected animations, games, and graphics in about equal numbers. While the number of computer programs decreased over time, the number of advanced programs remained constant suggesting that members either abandoned programs or paired up with more experienced programmers and continued to develop more complex programs.

Methods
A member of the research team collected, on a regular basis, all of the Scratch projects stored on the central server by doing a file search for files with .scratch extensions. By collecting projects on a weekly basis we were able to track the number of projects and possible progress of individual projects, gathering multiple copies of a single project that had been reworked over a longer period of time. For the analysis, we took screenshots of program graphics and code and entered them into a spreadsheet along with short descriptions of content and functionality. In addition, we noted the name, gender, and age of programmer (if known) and possible collaboration with a mentor. Programs were coded into four categories based on project type (animation, game, story, graphics, and other) and classified into three levels of programming complexity: exploratory with no programming and only graphics, basic with simple programming scripts and of short length, and advanced with programming structures such as looping, conditionals, and random.

Findings
Over the course of six months, we collected 240 programming projects created by members of the CTC, some designed alone others with mentors. We found that 44% of these projects fell into the category animations with and without user manipulation, followed by 23% of graphics projects, and 15% of game projects focusing on fighting, sports and adventure; 14% or 34 projects escaped a clear categorization because they did not provide enough detail. In terms of program complexity, 30% or 72 projects were considered exploratory, 59% of the projects fell into the basic category, followed by 11% advanced projects. A longitudinal analysis revealed that over the time period of six months the total number of program projects decreased (see Figure 1a) while the number of advanced
projects remained constant (see Figure 1b).

Figures 1a and 1b. The left graph illustrates the distribution of designed projects from the start of introducing Scratch (in January) with reaching a peak in February and a slow down in the second quarter from April to June. The right describes the distribution of projects in terms of programming complexity with the lines capturing general trends.

Discussion
We realize that this archival analysis of programming artifacts provides us only with a partial access to a computer culture for multiple reasons: to begin with, our archive while extensive did not capture all Scratch program designed but only those saved. The archive does not tell us what motivated CTC members to create their programs, what they value in their designs, and how they compare them to their other design projects. We also could not address the equally important social and local influences at work that contributed to the design of the programs. Notwithstanding these limitations, the large number of Scratch programs provides a compelling example that members were active in creating numerous programs over an extended period of time and that even without explicit curricular goals, grades or instruction. More importantly, the complexity of programs created remained constant while the total number of program projects decreased over time suggesting at least several explanations: members who generated exploratory programs dropped out of the CTC, members decided to team up with more experienced members or mentors to work on programs, or members developed their exploratory and basic programs into more complex projects. Our next steps will be to construct case studies for a select number of Scratch programs and to collect information from field notes about the design process and context and to conduct interviews with members about their projects and about programming in general.
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